Year 8 Curriculum Autumn Term
English
choose and read books independently
for challenge, interest and enjoyment.
re-read books encountered earlier to
increase familiarity with them and
provide a basis for making
comparisons.
know the purpose, audience for and
context of the writing and draw on this
knowledge to support comprehension.
check their understanding to make
sure that what they have read makes
sense





Mathematics
Number






Arithmetic with
integers, Factors & primes
Prime factor decompostition
Lowest Common Multiple &
Highest Common Factor
Square roots & cube roots
Indices

As grammar experts

As writers

As readers


Creative Technology





write for a wide range of purposes and
audiences, including stories, scripts, poetry and

other imaginative writing.
consider how their writing reflects the
audiences and purposes for which it was
intended.
amend the vocabulary, grammar and structure
of their writing to improve its coherence and
overall effectiveness.

consolidate grammatical knowledge
from previous Key Stage.
improvise, rehearse and
perform play scripts and
poetry in order to generate
language and discuss
language use and meaning, using role,
intonation, tone, volume, mood, silence,
stillness and action to add impact.

As artists and designers







As computer technologists

Use of sketchbooks to document & explore knowledge,
research, ideas
Range of design ideas to shape unique projects through variety
of media & materials
Identify and solve their own design problems and develop and
communicate design ideas.
How to store, prepare & cook food safely & hygienically
How to modify & cook recipes that promote current healthy
eating messages
Develop a range of
skills including mastering
ceramics & batik

PSHE

M– As mathematicians
Geometry & Measures






Probability

Metric measure & Imperial measure
Area of a rectangle & a triangle
Area of a parallelogram & trapezium
Circumference of a circle
Area of a circle







Two or more events Tree Diagrams
Mutually exclusive outcomes
Experimental probability
Comparing experimental &
theoretical probability
Simulating experimental data

As learners
 Focus on reading and writing according to the
student’s needs.
 Identity
 Citizenship



Computing






Geography

As geographers

Health

Modern

As linguists

Languages

Music

As musicians








Science

History

As scientists

As historians
 The English civil war
 Learn about the causes of the civil war and its
aftermath









Understand the principles underpinning the Mendeleev
Periodic Table
Learn the Periodic Table: periods and groups; metals and nonmetals
Explain how patterns in reactions can be predicted with
reference to the Periodic Table
Health and lifestyle: Describe the components of a healthy
human diet: carbohydrates, lipids (fats and oils), proteins,
vitamins, minerals, dietary fibre and water, and why each is
needed
Learn how to test foods for starch, lipids, sugar, and protein
Describe the consequences of imbalances in the diet, including
obesity, starvation and deficiency diseases

Talk about families and jobs
Talk about the weather
Talk about what you did yesterday or last week
Talk about television programmes and give your
opinion

Physical

The glorious revolution and its aftermath
Learn about the events of 1689 and the
response of the Irish and Scottish people














Education

Develop competence to excel in




To describe the importance of computer systems in the
modern world
Understand how instructions are stored and used within a
computer system.
Design & use computational algorithms that model the
state or behaviour of the real world
Understand several key algorithms that reflect
computational thinking
Use two or more programming languages, one of which is
textual, to solve computational problems

Football
Hockey
Gymnastics – to develop balance, strength and control
within vaulting
Sports Hall Athletics
Rugby

“Largo” by Dvorak
Understanding and performing chord sequences accurately
& musically
Improving skills at reading traditional music notation &
spotting music patterns
“Variations” by Mozart
Improving performing skills with Mozart’s music
Understanding how to develop variations in music composing.
Seasonal Songs
Improving composing & performing skills through singing &
playing seasonal songs, including chords & musical structures.

Religious



Studies

Is Christianity one religion?
What’s the best Christmas gift you can give?

